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Contexte

Lumière “quantique”
spectroscopie
pompage optique
Brossel, Kastler et Winter, 1952

lasers
Maiman, 1960

Matière “quantique”
refroidissement
Chu, Cohen-Tannoudji et Philips, 1997

état vibrationnel
condensats
Cornell et Wieman, 1995

Etape plus récente
intrication lumière - matière
calculateur quantique ?
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Intrication

Intérêt des ions piégés

confinement & cohérence,
opérations élémentaires (adressage),
couplage déterministe (intrication).
Cirac et Zoller, PRL 74, 4091 (1995)
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Intrication

Intérêt des ions piégés

confinement & cohérence,
opérations élémentaires (adressage),
couplage déterministe (intrication).
Cirac et Zoller, PRL 74, 4091 (1995)

→ Jusqu’à 8 ions intriqués
Haffner et al., Nature 438, 643-646 (2005)
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Intrication

Intérêt des ions piégés

confinement & cohérence,
opérations élémentaires (adressage),
couplage déterministe (intrication).
Cirac et Zoller, PRL 74, 4091 (1995)

→ 64 ions adressables
→ Jusqu’à 14 ions intriqués !

Monz et al., arXiv :1009.6126 (2010)
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Communication quantique

LETTERS

Entanglementofsingle-atomquantumbitsatadistance
D. L. Moehring1, P. Maunz1, S. Olmschenk1, K. C. Younge1, D. N. Matsukevich1, L.-M. Duan1 & C. Monroe1,2

Quantum information science involves the storage, manipulation
and communication of information encoded in quantum systems,
where the phenomena of superposition and entanglement can
provide enhancements over what is possible classically1,2. Large-
scale quantum information processors require stable and addres-
sable quantum memories, usually in the form of fixed quantum
bits (qubits), and a means of transferring and entangling the
quantum information between memories that may be separated
by macroscopic or even geographic distances. Atomic systems are
excellent quantum memories, because appropriate internal elec-
tronic states can coherently store qubits over very long timescales.
Photons, on the other hand, are the natural platform for the dis-
tribution of quantum information between remote qubits, given
their ability to traverse large distances with little perturbation.
Recently, there has been considerable progress in coupling small
samples of atomic gases through photonic channels2,3, including
the entanglement between light and atoms4,5 and the observation
of entanglement signatures between remotely located atomic en-
sembles6–8. In contrast to atomic ensembles, single-atom quantum
memories allow the implementation of conditional quantum gates
through photonic channels2,9, a key requirement for quantum
computing. Along these lines, individual atoms have been coupled
to photons in cavities2,10–12, and trapped atoms have been linked
to emitted photons in free space13–17. Here we demonstrate
the entanglement of two fixed single-atom quantum memories

separated by onemetre. Two remotely located trapped atomic ions
each emit a single photon, and the interference and detection of
these photons signals the entanglement of the atomic qubits. We
characterize the entangled pair by directly measuring qubit corre-
lations with near-perfect detection efficiency. Although this
entanglement method is probabilistic, it is still in principle useful
for subsequent quantum operations and scalable quantum infor-
mation applications18–20.

In each of two congeneric radio-frequency ion traps, we trap and
laser-cool a single 171Yb1 ion21. Each ion is cooled to near the
Doppler limit via laser light at 369.5 nm tuned just redward of the
2S1/2« 2P1/2 atomic resonance. The 2P1/2 level also has a decay chan-
nel to the 2D3/2 state with a branching ratio of,0.005 (ref. 21).When
this decay occurs, the ion is pumped back to the 2S1/2 level via the
application of a 935.2 nm laser, as depicted in Fig. 1a. Amagnetic field
of B< 5.5 G provides a quantization axis for definition of the photon
polarization and the internal atomic qubit levels, stored in the hyper-
fine levels of the 2S1/2 ground state. This magnetic field also sup-
presses coherent dark state trapping in the 2S1/2 levels during
Doppler cooling and atomic state detection22.

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the relevant energy levels of 171Yb1

along with the step-by-step description of the experimental proce-
dure. After Doppler cooling, pulses of light tuned to the 2S1/2« 2P1/2
transitions initialize, excite and detect the internal states of the ions.
First, a 500 ns pulse of light resonant with the 2S1/2 jF5 1æ« 2P1/2

1FOCUS Center and Department of Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1040, USA. 2JQI and Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park,
Maryland 20742, USA.
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Figure 1 | Experimental apparatus. a, Relevant energy levels for 171Yb1. The
2S1/2« 2P1/2 transition is driven by light at 369.5 nm. A frequency-doubled
continuous-wave diode laser is used for Doppler cooling, state initialization,
and state detection of the ion, whereas the excitation of the ion for single
photon generation is accomplished with a mode-locked, frequency-doubled
Ti:sapphire laser with a pulse duration of 2 ps (ref. 23). When excited to
2P1/2, the ion can decay to the 2D3/2 level with a branching ratio of ,0.005
(ref. 21). A diode laser at 935.2 nm pumps the ion out of this state through
the 3D[3/2]1/2 level

21. b, Two ions are trapped in independent vacuum
chambers separated by approximately 1m. Spontaneously emitted photons

from each ion are collected by an f/2.1 imaging lens and coupled into single-
mode fibres. The polarization of each emitted photon is defined with respect
to the applied magnetic field B oriented perpendicularly to the collection
direction. Polarization is maintained through the fibres and can be adjusted
via polarization-controlling paddles. The output of each fibre is spatially
mode-matched on a 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitter leading to an
interference contrast of greater than 97%. Polarizing beam splitters (PBS)
are used to filter out the photons of unwanted polarization and the
remaining photons are detected on photon-counting PMTs.

Vol 449 |6 September 2007 |doi:10.1038/nature06118
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Moehring et al., Nature, 449, 68 (2007)
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Pièges intégrés

Intégrabilité ?
miniaturisation
problématique expérimentale :
Boulder, Maryland, Oxford, Ulm, Innsbruck ... Paris.

2002-2005 : Piège semi-conducteur (Maryland),
2005-2006 : Piège planaire (Boulder).
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Pièges intégrés

Intégrabilité ?
miniaturisation
problématique expérimentale :
Boulder, Maryland, Oxford, Ulm, Innsbruck ... Paris.
2002-2005 : Piège semi-conducteur (Maryland),

2005-2006 : Piège planaire (Boulder).

Stick et al., Nat. Phys. 2, 36–39 (2006)

Prototype MPQ (2005) :

S. Ducci & P. Filloux

Thales - RT (Palaiseau)
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We can fabricate this electrode structure by means of
photolithography and metal deposition using evaporation
and electrodeposition. For the substrate we use polished
fused quartz, a material with low rf loss. A 0:030 !m
titanium adhesion layer and a 0:100 !m copper seed layer
are first evaporatively deposited onto the substrate. This
deposition is uniform except for small areas for resistors
where the quartz is left exposed. Resistors ( ! 1 k!) and
leads are fabricated through a liftoff process that entails
patterning them with standard photolithography and
evaporation of a 0:013 !m titanium adhesion layer fol-
lowed by 0:300 !m of gold. Resistors are fabricated di-
rectly on the quartz substrate; leads are fabricated on top of
the copper seed layer. The gold electrodes near the trapping
region are electroplated onto the copper seed layer after a
second photolithographic patterning step. Afterward, the
exposed initial seed and adhesion layers are etched away to
isolate electrodes and leads. The trap electrodes are plated
to a thickness of !6 !m so that the ratio of height to
interelectrode spacing is relatively high (the interelectrode
spacing is !8 !m). This should reduce alteration of the
trapping potential due to stray charges that may collect on
the exposed insulator between electrodes.

We create ions in the trap by photoionizing thermally
evaporated neutral magnesium atoms. The magnesium
source is realized by resistively heating a stainless steel
tube containing solid magnesium, which is sealed at both
ends and has a small slit from which evaporated magne-
sium atoms emerge. With a planar electrode geometry,
there is a risk of shorting electrodes to each other due to
magnesium deposited onto the trap structure. To reduce
this risk, in a last processing step we perform a controlled

hydrofluoric acid (HF) etch of the central trap region. The
HF etches away a small part of the titanium adhesion layer
and the substrate, without affecting the electrodes. The
result is an !2 !m horizontal undercut of the electrodes
to help prevent shorting due to deposition from the mag-
nesium source. As a further precaution, we direct the
magnesium flux nearly parallel to the surface and avoid
as much as possible having the channels between elec-
trodes be parallel to the flux (Fig. 2).

We use five independent control electrodes to provide
sufficient degrees of freedom to be able to overlap the
electric field null point of the static potential and the rf
pseudopotential minimum. We create a low impedance
path for the rf to ground on the control electrodes with
capacitors (820 pF) that are surface mounted directly onto
the chip (in the future, capacitors could be included as part
of the fabrication process). Gold ribbons for applying the
electrode potentials are gap welded to contact pads.

The trap structure is mounted in a copper tube that also
serves as part of an rf transformer [18] and the entire
structure is surrounded by a quartz envelope. The system
is baked under vacuum prior to operation to reach a base
pressure below 10"8 Pa with the use of an ion getter pump
combined with a titanium sublimation pump.

As we describe below, the trap well depth UT for a
surface-electrode trap is fairly shallow [13], not much
above the mean kinetic energy of the neutral atoms before
they are ionized. Nevertheless, we can load 24Mg# ions
efficiently by resonant two-photon photoionization (PI) at
285 nm [19]. The PI laser, resonant with the 3s2 1S0 $
3s3p 1P1 electric dipole transition in neutral magnesium,
copropagates with a Doppler-cooling beam tuned approxi-
mately 400 MHz below the 3s 2S1=2 $ 3p 2P1=2 electric
dipole transition in 24Mg# at 280 nm. The laser beams are
parallel to the trap surface, and at an angle of approxi-
mately 45$ with respect to the trap ẑ axis as shown in
Fig. 2(a).

Since the laser beam direction has significant overlap
with all principal trap axes, cooling will be efficient in all
directions [13]. During loading, both the Doppler-cooling
and PI beams have 2 mW power and waists of !40 !m.
The atomic flux of magnesium intersects the laser beams at
the trap [Fig. 2(a)]. The cooling beam is applied continu-
ously, while the PI beam needs to be applied for only a few
seconds to create ions in the trap. Ions are loaded with the
first configuration of trap potentials of Table I, which has
the largest trap depth. Ions are detected by observing
3p 2P1=2 $ 3s 2S1=2 fluorescence along a direction perpen-
dicular to the trap surface with a CCD camera as in the
view of Fig. 2(b). Despite the fact that the center of the
laser beam is only 40 !m above the surface, which in-
creases the risk of scatter from light striking the trap
electrodes, the signal-to-background ratio for scattered
light from the ions is greater than 100 when the Doppler-
cooling laser is tuned for minimum temperature, approxi-

200µm
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Trap center
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b
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FIG. 2. Pictures of the surface-electrode trap. (a) The complete
trap structure, including lead-out wires (ribbons) and filter
capacitors. The directions of the laser beams (cooling and photo-
ionization) and atom flux are indicated. (b) Expanded view of the
trap region (center marked by %). The control electrodes are
numbered for reference in the text. (c) On-board meander line
resistor.

PRL 96, 253003 (2006) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
30 JUNE 2006

253003-2

Seidelin et al., PRL 96 253003 (2006)

fields is much larger than the trap structure [5]. The net
voltage noise SV!!" across the needle electrodes is simply
an incoherent sum of all sources of Johnson noise 4kBTiRi
from each resistor Ri at temperature Ti in the circuit, where
kB is Boltzmann’s constant. We also assume that the
Johnson noise from each resistor is filtered by a shunt
capacitor of value Ci, resulting in the expression

 SV!!" #
X
i

8kBTiRi!!"
1$ Ri!!"2C2

i !
2 : (3)

This voltage noise gives rise to an electric field noise at the
ion SE!!" # !!=2z0"2SV!!", where the geometrical effi-
ciency factor ! % 0:7 (determined by electrostatic model-
ing of the trap geometry) relates a given potential
difference across the needle gap 2z0 to the resulting electric
field at the ion position.

From the circuit model in Fig. 1(b), we consider three
contributions to thermal Johnson noise. First, Johnson
noise at frequency !z is directly driven by the series
resistance of the needle electrode tips having negligible
shunt capacitance (C1 & 0). This resistance is estimated to
be R1!!z" # r # "=!#r0 tan$" % 0:1 !, where " is the
resistivity of the electrode material at T1 # 300 K, r0 is the
needle-tip radius assumed to be much smaller than the skin
depth multiplied by tan$, and $ is the half-cone angle of
the conical shank. Second, a somewhat smaller level of
Johnson noise is estimated from the upstream rf choke of
resistance R2!!z" # RF & 3 ! at T2 # 300 K, attenuated
by filter capacitance C2 # CF $ CS # 0:2 %F as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Third, Johnson noise at the rf sideband frequen-
cies !'!z is dominated by the large effective resistance
of the resonator circuit R3!!'!z" % !!=2!z"2Rres [5],
where Rres & 0:1 ! is the dc series resistance of the T3 #
300 K resonator. But this near-resonant enhancement is

offset by the !!z=!"2 term in Eq. (2), and moreover,
because the resulting noise is heavily suppressed by the
resonator shunt capacitor C3 # CS # 0:1 %F, this source
of noise can be neglected compared to the others [19]. In
sum, we expect a thermal Johnson noise heating rate of
_"n& !200=z0"2!!z=2#"(1 s(1 at 300 K, where z0 is ex-
pressed in %m and !z=2# in MHz. At an electrode tem-
perature of T1 # 150 K (T2 # T3 # 300 K), we expect the
heating rate from Johnson noise to be &6 times lower,
including a factor of 3 reduction in the resistivity of the
tungsten electrodes.

Figure 4 shows several measurements of heating rates at
various values of the distance z0 between the ion and the
needle electrodes. This represents the first controlled mea-
surement of heating as a function of electrode proximity,
without requiring a comparison across different trap struc-
tures, electrode materials, surface qualities, or other fac-
tors. In these measurements, the axial trap frequency is
held to !z=2# # 2:07 MHz by varying both the rf and
static potentials V0 and U0 as the needle spacing is changed
[20]. As seen in the figure, the heating rate fits well to a
power law, scaling as _"n& z(3:5'0:1

0 , and is again much
higher than that expected from thermal Johnson noise.
The observed anomalous heating is thought to originate
from fluctuating patch potentials on the electrode surfaces,
and the scaling of this heating with electrode proximity
provides information regarding the spatial size of pre-

FIG. 4. Axial heating rate _"n as a function of distance z0 from
trapped ion to each needle electrode, for warm and cold elec-
trodes. The solid points are measured for 300 K electrodes, and
the trap frequency is !z=2# # 2:07 MHz for this data, with the
rf and static trapping potentials increased as the trap is made
larger. The measurements fit well to a scaling of heating rate with
trap dimension of _"n& z(3:5'0:1

0 (dashed line). The lower set of
measurements (open points) are acquired with the needle elec-
trodes cooled to approximately 150 K through contact with a
liquid nitrogen reservoir. These three points were measured on
the same trapped ion at a trap frequency of !z=2# # 2:07 MHz.
(The z0 # 42 %m cold measurement was performed at
!z=2# # 4:9 MHz and has been scaled upward by a factor of
&3 to the expected heating rate at !z=2# # 2:07 MHz.) The
shaded band at bottom, scaling as z(2

0 , is the expected range of
heating from thermal Johnson noise in the trap circuitry.

FIG. 3. Measured axial heating rate _"n as a function of axial
motional trap frequency !. For these data, the ion-electrode
spacing is fixed at z0 # 103 %m and the trap strength is varied
by changing only the static potential U0 while fixing V0, except
for the highest frequency point where V0 is 15% higher. The line
is a fit to a power law, yielding _"n&!(1:8'0:2, implying that the
electric field noise spectral density varies roughly as SE!!" &
!(0:8'0:2 over this frequency range.

PRL 97, 103007 (2006) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
8 SEPTEMBER 2006

103007-3

Deslauriers et al., PRL 97 103007 (2006)
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Tutoriel ions piégés
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Piégeage d’une particule chargée

Pièges radiofréquence
−→
E (t) :

pseudo-potentiel,
micro-mouvement.

Paul, 1989

Vrf ' 200 V,
Ωrf ' 2π×5.7 MHz
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Piégeage d’une particule chargée

Pièges radiofréquence
−→
E (t) :

pseudo-potentiel,
micro-mouvement.

Paul, 1989

Vrf ' 200 V,
Ωrf ' 2π×5.7 MHz

P. Lepert
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Refroidissement laser

Principe
Effet Doppler favorise
absorption,
Emission spontanée
redistribue l’impulsion,
Effet net : friction,
Limité par émission
spontanée.

Tlim ∼
h̄Γ
kB
∼ 500 µK
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L’ion Strontium

88Sr+

Alcalino-terreux.
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Photo-ionisation

Paramètres
Ti :Al2O3 doublé,
400 mW, 100 fs @ 431
nm.
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R. Dubessy et al. (En préparation)
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Plan

1 Chauffage anormal

2 Micro-fabrication

3 Dispositif expérimental
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Potentiel fluctuant

Champ parasite “dynamique”

oscillateur forcé F = eE(t),
règle d’or de Fermi
transfert d’énergie (= chauffage).

ṅ = e2

4mh̄ωx
SE(ωx , r)
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Piège surfacique

Potentiel électriques
simulations numériques,
potentiel connu analytiquement.

House, PRA 78, 033402 (2008)
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Piège surfacique

Potentiel électriques
simulations numériques,
potentiel connu analytiquement.

House, PRA 78, 033402 (2008)
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Modèle

Potentiel aléatoire ?

φ(t , r) =
∑

i Vi(t)φi(r)

SE(ω, r) ∼
∣∣∣∇φ(ω, r)

∣∣∣2 = SV (ω)
〈
∇φS(r)∇′φS(r ′)

〉〈
∇φS(r)∇′φS(r ′)

〉
= e−|r−r ′|/ζ
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Potentiel aléatoire ?
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R. Dubessy, T. Coudreau et L. Guidoni, PRA 80 031402 (2009)
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Modèle

SE(ω,d) = 2SV (ω)
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Modèle & données
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Caractéristiques
taux de chauffage dans des pièges surfaciques (Or),
normalisés à 1 MHz (bruit rose ω−1).
ζ : taille de grain du métal.
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Stipe et al, PRL 87, 096801 (2001)

→ comparaison directe des régimes d� ζ et d� ζ.
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Plan

1 Chauffage anormal

2 Micro-fabrication

3 Dispositif expérimental
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Protocole de fabrication

C. Manquest (MPQ)

Collaboration avec M. Woytasik, IEF (Orsay)

Technologie
(a) substrat poli (SiO2),
(b) dépôt (Cu/Ti),
(c) enrésinement,
(d) lithographie optique,
(e) micro-moulage (Cu),
(f) nettoyage.
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Piège IEF

Caractéristiques
largeur de piste :
150 µm,
épaisseur : ∼ 4 µm,
rugosité : 40 nm
(RMS),

Vrf ' 50V,
Ωrf = 2π×15 MHz,
UT ' 0.05 eV
Vend ' 1V,
Vdc ' 0.1V.
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Piège IEF
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Piège IEF
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Piège IEF
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1 Chauffage anormal

2 Micro-fabrication

3 Dispositif expérimental
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Montage
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Montage
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Mesures de taux de chauffage

Spectroscopie
prépare l’état 〈n〉 ' 0,
mesure p(n).

its k vector has a component along the direction of the mode

of interest. In weaker traps, additional sideband Raman cool-

ing is utilized to cool to the ground state !3". Typical starting
values of n̄ , the average number of thermal phonons in the

mode of interest, are between 0 and 2.

After cooling and optically pumping the ion to its internal

ground state #denoted !↓$), we drive Raman transitions be-
tween atomic and motional levels !2–4". Tuning the Raman
difference frequency %& to the kth motional blue sideband

#bsb' at %&!&0"k&m drives the transition !↓$!n$
↔!↑$!n"k$ where !↑$,!↓$ refer to the internal #spin' states
of the atom that are separated by &0. The kth red sideband

#rsb' at %&!&0#k&m drives !↓$!n$↔!↑$!n#k$. The mea-
surement utilizes asymmetry in the strengths of the red and

blue motional sidebands to extract n̄ . The strengths of the

sidebands are defined as the probability of making a transi-

tion !↓$↔!↑$, which depends on the occupation number of
the motional levels. The strengths are probed by a Raman

pulse of duration t tuned to either kth sideband. The prob-

ability P↓ of remaining in !↓$ after probing is measured and
the strengths I

k

rsb!1#P↓ ,rsb and I
k

bsb!1#P↓ ,bsb are ex-
tracted. For thermal motional states, the strengths of the red

and blue sidebands are related by !3,8"

I
k

rsb! (
m!k

)

Pm sin
2 *m ,m#kt #8'

!" n̄

1" n̄
# k (

m!0

)

Pm sin
2 *m"k ,mt #9'

!" n̄

1" n̄
# kIkbsb , #10'

where *m"k ,m!*m ,m"k is the Rabi frequency of the kth

sideband between levels m and m"k , and Pm! n̄
m/(1

" n̄)m"1 is the probability of the mth level being occupied

for a thermal distribution of mean number n̄ . The ratio of the

sidebands Rk+I
k

rsb/I
k

bsb is independent of drive time t and

immediately gives the mean occupation number n̄ ,

n̄!
#Rk'

1/k

1##Rk'
1/k
, #11'

which is valid even if the Lamb-Dicke criterion is not satis-

fied. In principle, k should be chosen to be the positive inte-

ger nearest to n̄ in order to maximize sensitivity. In practice

we use k!1, 2, or 3 in most cases. Note that Eq. #11' is valid
only for thermal states; this is adequate since Doppler cool-

ing leaves the motion in a thermal state !4,20", as does any
cooling to near the ground state.

In order to determine the heating rate n̄˙ , delays with no

laser interaction are added between the cooling cycle and the

probing cycle. An example of a data set at a fixed trap secu-

lar frequency is shown in Fig. 1. The error bars are deter-

mined as follows: The raw data of Raman scans over the

FIG. 1. An example of heating rate data. The main graph shows

n̄ (+,n$) vs t, the delay between cooling and probing. The insets
show Raman spectra from which n̄ is extracted, according to Eq.

#11'. For the insets, P↓ is the probability that the ion remains in the

!↓$ state after application of a Raman probe of fixed duration with
difference frequency %&; rsb, red motional sideband; bsb, blue mo-
tional sideband. The sidebands shown are the first sidebands. The

data are for trap 5 from Table I at 5 MHz secular frequency and

n̄
˙!12$2/ms.

TABLE I. Summary of traps. The size column is approximately the distance between the ion and the

nearest electrode surface. *T is the trap rf drive frequency. The heating rate ( n̄
˙ ) is for a trap secular

frequency of 10 MHz, which in the case of traps 3a and 3b had to be extrapolated from data at lower trap

secular frequencies. The two numbers quoted for 3a and 3b are for two different versions of the trap. See the

text for a further discussion of the parameters.

Trap Type Material Size (-m) *T/2. !MHz" n̄
˙ (ms#1) Refs.

1 circular ring Mo 170 250 1 !3,4"
2 elliptical ring Be 175 250 10 !6,7"
3a circular ring Mo 175 150 10,10#2

3b circular ring Mo 395 150 0.5,10#5

4 linear Au 280 150 2.3 !9"
5 linear Au 280 230 3.5 !22"
6 linear Au 365 230 1.1 !22"

HEATING OF TRAPPED IONS FROM THE QUANTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063418

063418-3

Turchette et al., PRA 61, 063418 (2000)

Méthode plus simple
Fluorescence,
Modèle analytique.

fitting the model of Ref. !19" to a Doppler recooling trace, as
exemplified by the inset data. The model yields the thermal
energy of the ion at the start of recooling #$!"%n&', which
was then converted to vibrational quanta. A weighted linear
fit to %n& versus delay time yields a heating rate of d%n& /dt
=620±50 s−1. The fit was constrained to pass through the
origin because the ion was initially cooled near the Doppler
limit of a few quanta. We used the reciprocal of the estimated
variances as the weights in all of the weighted fits presented
here. We note that the quoted uncertainties include estimated
statistical uncertainties only !21".

To obtain these data, magnesium ions were created in the
trap through a two-photon photoionization process using
1–10 mW of 285 nm laser excitation !22". This ionization
method was found to significantly reduce the required Mg
oven temperature #and the concomitant pressure rise' com-
pared to electron impact ionization. All experiments were
carried out with 25Mg+ ions in a magnetic field of B=10 G
for consistency with the Raman measurements discussed be-
low. In addition, the Doppler beam #“blue Doppler”' satura-
tion parameter was 0.9 throughout. Due to the hyperfine
structure of 25Mg+, a second laser beam #“red Doppler”' was
used to repump out of the F=2 ground-state manifold. This
additional beam was not necessary in the measurements of
Ref. !18" performed at B$0 with 24Mg+, an isotope without
hyperfine structure. These beams have the same intensities,
polarizations, and detunings as in the Raman experiments
described below #see Figs. 2 and 3'.

III. SIMPLIFIED RAMAN SIDEBAND DETECTION

Our Raman sideband detection apparatus has been simpli-
fied compared to more commonly used schemes !3–16". In-
stead of relying on three or more lasers, Fig. 2 depicts how
the two Raman beams and two Doppler cooling beams were
derived from a single 280-nm source: a frequency-
quadrupled fiber laser. The frequency-doubled output of the

laser at 560 nm was frequency-locked to an iodine vapor
absorption line. The 560 nm light was then doubled to pro-
duce 280 nm light. Multiple acousto-optic modulators
#AOMs' were used as frequency shifters and on-off switches,
controlling the 280-nm beams that we call red Raman #RR',
blue Raman #BR', red Doppler #RD', and blue Doppler

FIG. 1. Average number of axial vibrational quanta, %n&, as a
function of delay time obtained by the Doppler recooling method
with an axial trap frequency of 4.02 MHz. The fit #solid line' gives
a heating rate of d%n& /dt=620±50 s−1. Inset: ion fluorescence ver-
sus recooling time for a delay time of 25 s with fit #solid line' to the
model of Ref. !19".
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the laser beams. All beams are derived
from one 280-nm source by use of acousto-optic modulators
#AOMs' as frequency shifters and switches; they are labeled red
Raman #RR', blue Raman #BR', red Doppler #RD', and blue Dop-
pler #BD'. The AOMs #boxes' are labeled by the frequency shift
they impart to the deflected beams; 2# indicates double-pass con-
figuration. The frequency shift is noted for each beam relative to the
2S1/2 , (3,−3&↔ 2P3/2 , (4,−4& cycling transition of 25Mg+. Inset: ge-
ometry of beams, trap axis, and magnetic field B, including the
photoionization #PI' beam.

FIG. 3. Ion fluorescence as a function of Raman frequency de-
tuning relative to the Raman carrier #$n=0' transition #not shown'.
Fits #solid lines' to the Raman sideband amplitudes yield %n&
=0.34±0.08, the average number of axial vibrational quanta after
Raman cooling with an axial trap frequency of 5.25 MHz. Inset:
partial level diagram of 25Mg+ showing the laser beams and their
polarizations relative to the quantizing magnetic field. Relevant
(F ,mF& levels are indicated. For 25Mg+ in a magnetic field of 10 G,
the 2S1/2, (3,−3& and (2,−2& levels are split by 1.81 GHz. The
2S1/2↔ 2P3/2 transition wavelength is 280 nm.

EPSTEIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 76, 033411 #2007'

033411-2

Epstein et al., PRA 76, 033411 (2007)
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Taux de chauffage
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Chauffage Refroidissement

Mesure préliminaire
sur une réalisation,
sur un ion unique,
Ṫ ∼ 12 K/s.
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Spectre de refroidissement

Séquence
vapeur atomique,
photo-ionisation,
refroidissement.

Modèle ?

ion unique
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Spectre de refroidissement

Séquence
vapeur atomique,
photo-ionisation,
refroidissement.

Modèle
atome à deux
niveaux,
équations de Bloch,
oscillateur 1D.

Weisenberg et al., PRA 76 053416 (2007)
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Dynamique de refroidissement

Séquences identiques
Non contrôlé : état initial

Modèle : ajustement
énergie initiale.
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Dynamique de refroidissement

Séquences identiques
Non contrôlé : état initial
Modèle : ajustement
énergie initiale.
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Dynamique de refroidissement

Modèle : ajustement
énergie initiale.
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Piège surfacique “mésoscopique”
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Conclusion

Résultats
modèle microscopique du chauffage anormal,
pièges micro-fabriqués,
mesures préliminaires du taux de chauffage,
étude quantitative des spectres de refroidissement.
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Conclusion

Résultats
modèle microscopique du chauffage anormal,
pièges micro-fabriqués,
mesures préliminaires du taux de chauffage,
étude quantitative des spectres de refroidissement.

Autres études théoriques
protocole de communication,
modélisation de la photo-ionisation fs,
protocole de manipulation d’états protégés.
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Conclusion

Résultats
modèle microscopique du chauffage anormal,
pièges micro-fabriqués,
mesures préliminaires du taux de chauffage,
étude quantitative des spectres de refroidissement.

Prochaines étapes
démonstration du fonctionnement de micro-pièges,
mesures AFM électrique,
optimisation de la surface des électrodes.
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Merci pour votre attention
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Piège Thalès

Difficultés techniques
Irrégularités de la
gravure,
présence de Silice.

Difficultés pratiques
pertes dans le silicium
(RF),
effet “FET”.

→ changement de
technologie
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Piège IEF

Choix du substrat
pertes
radio-fréquence,
puissance dissipée (à
100 V) ?

→ substrat en silice !
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